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The objective of our research project was to examine how league strength explains the observed differences between the international strategies of professional sports clubs in Hungary. Three case studies were made primarily based on the content analysis of management interviews, cross-checked with data from sports databases and corporate documentation. Through our analysis we identified three types of international strategy followed by professional sports clubs in Hungary. The typology highlights the importance of having a competitive product professional clubs may bring to the international marketplace. Hence, governments and local municipalities are advised to focus their support on sports where there is a team with reasonable chance to win trophies at international level. For club managers, the implication is that strategic focus on improving service provision and sales is critical even if they receive windfall support from government.
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Introduction

In our previous paper on the internationalisation of professional sports clubs, we identified a number of strategic patterns that reflect the key efforts of management in the Central-Eastern European region. Hitherto, further case studies have been developed that may support our current ambition: explain some of the variations between the internationalisation of professional clubs in different strategic positions. More specifically, we aim to identify factors that explain the observed differences between the international strategies of professional sports clubs in our Hungarian sample. Preliminary analysis highlighted that the strength of the league the selected
teams compete in may have an influence on strategic orientation that justifies closer examination (Kozma and András 2014).

The research question of the project summarised in this paper was ‘if and how the strength of the league has an impact on how professional clubs strategise their international operations.’ We believe that the intensifying internationalisation of the sports economy (Andreff 2008; András and Jando 2012) keeps our focus in the interest of the wider business community, as our research may highlight idiosyncratic patterns that add to the power of generic internationalisation models (Johansson and Vahlne 1977, 2009). Furthermore, it has been confirmed that the competitiveness of professional clubs in the CEE region is increasingly contingent upon commercial factors stemming from the global sports markets (András and Kozma 2015a; András 2011). What, on the other hand, seems to have received less attention is how professional clubs could take advantage of the arising business opportunities and how they may manage the mounting challenges to their financial sustainability (Kozma and Kazai Onodi 2014a; 2014b).

There is a developing literature about the business of sports, mainly related to the major North-American leagues and the leading European national and supranational leagues of team sports (Dobson and Goddard 2004; Beech and Chadwick 2013). While there are sporadic studies from the Eastern part of Europe (McDonald 2014; Mihaylov 2012), the Central-Eastern European region as a study of interest in the business of sports is yet to justify attention. Our Sport Business Research Centre in Budapest has published a number of publications in that area (Kozma and András 2014; Kozma and Kazai Onodi 2014a; András and Jando 2012), and, in line with the strategic objectives of the CEE Chapter of the Academy of International Business (AIB-CEE 2015), we aim to continue our efforts. We believe that the CEE region is large enough to deserve attention even from a global business viewpoint (András 2011), and it bears a level of coherence to justify regionally focused analyses. That said, our research projects start from a country-based approach with the intention to expand their validity to regional level supported by future cross-national scholarly efforts.

From a more practical point of view, our interest in the internationalisation of professional sports has received unanimous support during our interviews with leading practitioners of the field. As the size of local markets is limited, the key revenue sources to be tapped – including broadcasting and sponsorship revenues, as well as prize money – stem from international competitions and ma-
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jor events. Furthermore, the highest proportion of operating costs is player wages (and related payments), the level of which is inextricably linked to the fundamental processes of the international player market. These primary reasons justify a clear focus on internationalisation in the strategic orientation of professional clubs in the CEE region (Kozma and András 2014). How successful clubs are in exploiting the opportunities and mitigating the threats arising from international developments is and may always be the acid test of corporate strategies in the sector.

**Literature Background**

There are two major academic fields providing a context to our current research endeavour. Theoretical frameworks of international business are our starting point for analysis. At the same time, the special characteristics of professional sports as a sector of the entertainment industry and a wider social phenomenon add reference points to our focus both in terms of composing the right research question and in developing our conclusions.

**INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS FRAMEWORKS**

A relevant theoretical background for the internationalisation of professional sports companies in the Central-Eastern European region could be the ‘Uppsala model’ introduced by Johanson and Vahlne (1977). The gradual internationalisation process reflecting the assessment of the ‘psychic distance’ between countries as well as the ‘liability of foreignness’ is a useful interpretation framework in our analysis. The business network approach of Johanson and Vahlne (2009) also provides a good basis for understanding if and how professional sports companies are integrated into an international network both in terms of their input (players) and output (ticket sales, broadcasting etc.) markets.

We often refer to the classic categorisation of the motives for the internationalisation: ‘domestic push’ factors put pressure on firms to expand to foreign markets, while ‘international pull’ factors comprise opportunities that attract firms to enter foreign markets (Czako 2010).

The eclectic paradigm (Dunning 2000) highlights that multinational firms may have three types of advantages in international competition. Ownership advantages are controlled by the company, providing a good basis for the potential foreign investments of the firm. Location specific advantages of countries may range from access to valuable resources or favourable government policy to the
proximity of complementary industries, potentially differentiated by advantages of the parent country and the receiving country in international business relations (Rugman and Verbeke 2001). Finally, internalisation advantages substantiate benefits from expanding a company’s organisational coordination to new geographies instead of relying on market transactions.

In our analysis, we assess the resources and skills that support the international expansion of firms. These are potential sources of competitive advantage (Dunning 1988; 1998; 2000), separately or in different combinations, depending on the firm and the markets to target. First, market seeking firms aim to tap into additional sales opportunities abroad. Secondly, efficiency seeking firms are willing to capitalise from economies of scope or scale. Thirdly, strategic asset seeking firms may learn from international partners integrated into business networks. Finally, resource seeking firms look for low cost resources or production options.

It adds refinement to our application of international business frameworks to professional sports clubs in the CEE that these clubs are small-to-medium enterprises. They fully comply with the EU SME-criteria (European Commission 2003), and have no real prospect of growing beyond these definitive limits in the foreseeable future.

THE CONTEXT OF THE PROFESSIONAL SPORT BUSINESS

In developed markets, professional spectator sports are now a sector of the entertainment industry providing content for media (András 2011). Even though the Central-Eastern European markets are not as developed as the US and Western European ones, and despite the strong government intervention that persists, the global sport business has great influence on local operations.

Some sports are more globally integrated than others, mainly depending on their popularity and attractiveness to the media (Doczi 2007). Other drivers of internationalisation in sports include the standardised rules of the game (cf. Demeter 2010), the organisation of major events (Dobson and Goddard 2004), and the proliferation of broadcasting through non-traditional channels, e.g. via the Internet.

Professional sports companies see the opportunities in internationalisation in their efforts to reach larger markets (Dobson and Goddard 2004). If a team qualifies for international competition, it enables to overcome the limitations of domestic markets, creating new opportunities for local or national, but also regional and global sponsorship (András 2004), and a widening range of selling merchandise products (Madeiro 2007). Furthermore, if playing in inter-
national competitions, players are exposed to attention from a wider range of agents and other clubs. As a consequence, their wages depend less on the strength of the economy in their host country, and tend to level off globally. Meanwhile, the market of television broadcasting has clearly become global (Andreff 2008), the major sporting events being broadcasted to over 200 countries around the globe. In parallel, viewers identify certain sports, teams, athletes or stadiums with the name of a few global sponsors.

It is the idiosyncratic nature of the sports industry that justifies the original interpretation of competition in economics to be adapted in this sector (cf. Budzinski 2011). Firstly, sports companies compete on field and also off-the-field, i.e. commercially (Kase et al. 2006; Wilson, Plumley, and Ramchandani 2013). They fight for the time and money of supporters, for the interest of business partners and, based on the public values they generate (Kozma 2009; Green and Collins 2008), for the support of the different levels of political government (András 2011). Also, monopolistic structures exist in different sport markets stemming from tradition and the common interest to have standardised rules and a competitive service offering not only at club level but also league level (Feddersen and Maennig 2005; Krauskopf, Langen and Brunner 2010). In this context, for the purposes of our research project, we understand competitiveness as a company’s ability to participate in competition with a reasonable chance of success (see more on this by Chikan and Czako 2006), with the ability to sustain operations, as well as to proactively adapt to challenges (Chikan 2006).

The role of the national and local governments is usually strong in sports, particularly so in Central-Eastern Europe (András 2003; Kozma 2005; Nyerges and Laki 2006; Kozma and Nagy 2003). Hungary is an extreme case, as the government channelled funds primarily for the youth development and facility development of five major sports over the last five years (European Commission 2011). Though the funds technically come from companies, they pay these grants instead of corporate income tax payments. The three sports included in our current paper are all subjected to these funds, namely football, handball and ice hockey. While there are doubts whether the decision making process of allocating the funds to specific clubs and associations is transparent and accountable enough to support and effective and efficient use of tax payers’ interests, the results of the support include a large number of sports training fields, as well as stadia and arena upgraded and a notable increase in the number of registered youth players (András and Kozma 2015b). The long term
sustainability of the supported facilities and youth development programmes, however is uncertain yet (András and Kozma 2015b).

In the context of strong government intervention, the question of whether professional sports teams are or should be managed with a business approach or a public service approach or a combination of the two is often raised in academic debates (Kozma and Kazai Onodi 2014a). In the Central-Eastern European region, the developing nature of market operations, and persistent influence of government and the global nature of sport competitions all drive the operations of professional clubs to function based on a mixed model, including business and public management elements (Kozma and Kazai Onodi 2015). This puts the international business models into perspective when applied to the field of professional sports in the cee region (Kozma and András 2014).

Research Approach and Methodology

The research project presented in our paper was part of our larger programme analysing the international strategies of Hungarian professional sports clubs. Now the key question was ‘if and how the strength of the league has an impact on how professional clubs strategise their international operations.’ More specifically, we aimed to understand if differences in the drivers of internationalisation, as well as the resources and capabilities used by the clubs in their international strategies may be explained by the strength of the different leagues they play in.

The key terms to be explained in our research approach are the strength of the league, and professional clubs. We interpreted the strength of the league in its ability to attract attention from supporters measured by (1) the relative sports results of the teams in the league when they played in international competitions, as well as (2) the achievements of the professional players employed by the teams in the league. Professional clubs are legal and economic entities that run teams employing players who play for wages, and more specifically, the teams compete according to a professional licence awarded by the national governing body (association) of the sport.

From an epistemological point of view, our approach is based on the interpretative paradigm, using the case study methodology to generate analytical generalisation as conclusion. Hence, the explanatory strength of our analysis could be enhanced by increasing the number of cases in our sample, but even a single case could be the basis of preliminary analytical generalisation (Yin 2003).

We selected the cases in our sample aiming to strengthen the
power of our analytical conclusions. First, we included the historically most successful professional club of the most popular team sport in Hungary, that is, Ferencváros Football Club (ftc). It was reasonable to assume that more successful clubs on relatively large markets are more international in their operations than smaller clubs or markets. Then we selected the most successful ice hockey club of the country playing in a relatively strong supranational league (Fehérvár AV19 in Erste Bank Eishockey Liga). Finally, we included the reigning European champions in women handball, employing some of the best players in the world (Audi pto kc). Overall, by the time of writing our paper, we included three clubs from three different sports and three different leagues in our sample having plans to further expand our data collection scope later.

In our case studies we collected data from different sources. Our core analysis was based on four in-depth interviews with top managers of the organisations in the sample, supplemented by processing information from corporate documentation and publicly available sports and economic databases. The key questions in our interviews focused on topics derived from our wider research model of international management (Kozma and András 2014): drivers of internationalisation, strategic resources and competences used in international operations, and core competences employed in international management. In order to have a more tractable focus, we excluded the additional questions in the general model from our current analysis (e.g. assessing competitiveness and highlighting room for further improvement).

Data were analysed through content analysis, employing axial coding (Babbie 2012; Strauss and Corbin 1998). The coding structure was developed following the preliminary assessment of content, allowing us to understand empirical data in line with our theoretical framework (Babbie 2012). Drivers of internationalisation were grouped into domestic push and international pull factors, while resources and competences were focused around location-specific factors, sports and commercial know-how, and industry networks. The units of analysis were initially words deemed to encapsulate content elements from our theoretical approach, to be verified by additional analysis focused on paragraphs (cf. Babbie 2012).

Tests of validity and reliability were initially done by comparing the results of the two methods. We also applied inter-coder reliability tests, which resulted in an adjusted coding structure and a more refined coding procedure. External validity testing included consultation with industry experts who opined about our initial find-
nings, driving our attention to issues that deserved more differentiated analysis. Finally, we made an effort to enrich our explanation by highlighting more qualitative details of our empirical findings, including quotations from management.

In line with our methodological approach, our conclusions were derived from analytical generalisation (Yin 2003). Consequently, they may not be applied to a pre-determined population of entities (e.g. all professional clubs in cee), but are relevant for clubs that bear fundamental similarities with our sample cases along key parameters involved in the study. The primary parameters of comparison include but are not limited to the level of sport competition, the legal and economic organisational type of clubs, management models, and key social and economic environmental factors. Further generalisation to partly non-similar clubs may only be valid if fundamental differences in the above parameters are controlled for, preferably through specific analyses to be performed.

There limitations of our research primarily stem from the nature of our interest and the applied methodology. First, the number of case studies involved in data collection are planned to be increased to strengthen the analytical power of our conclusions. Secondly, the current sample focuses on top teams in each league selected. Adding less successful clubs from the same leagues would allow refining our typology. Furthermore, in-depth management interviews played a key role in our data collection; the validity of data collected from the interviews could not always be confirmed through triangulation, due to occasional lack of access to information. In addition, the coding approach in content analysis is more reliable if there is a larger amount of data subjected to the analysis. We mitigated that limitation through additional analytical techniques as explained above. Finally, the nature of the examined phenomenon, internationalisation, is subject to change and to a large extent perceptual. Additional interviews and case studies are expected to enhance the validity of our current conclusions.

**Analytical Findings**

The explanation of our results is structured in three sections. First, we explain how we classified the leagues of the teams examined according to our league strength measure. This allowed the operationalisation of the independent variable in our analysis. Then the propositions are explained that were refined through various iterations as part of the qualitative analytical process. Finally, the proposed typology of club strategies is presented based on our
understanding of the causal links between league strength and strategy.

STRENGTH OF THE LEAGUE

There are three different leagues the clubs of our case studies regularly play in: men football, men ice hockey, and women handball. The strength of the league was assessed based on statistics available about the international sport performance of the teams playing in the respective championship, and the quality of players employed by the teams (see more on this in the methodology section).

FTC play in the top-tier national men football championship, which is ranked medium (32 at the end of the 2015 season) among national championships of the 53 UEFA member associations (see http://www.uefa.com). The most valuable professional player in the league was Nemanja Nikolic, with an estimated market value of EUR 1.3 million (see http://www.transfermarkt.de). In light of the historical traditions of Hungarian football and the expectations of supporters, these rankings are disappointing and cannot be the basis of strong interest for the playing quality of football in the national championship. Consequently, for the purposes of our current analysis, we deemed the strength of the Hungarian football league relatively weak.

Fehervar AV19 play in the Erste Bank Eishockey Liga (EBEL), which is a supranational league including mostly Austrian clubs, supplemented by one Hungarian, one Italian and one Slovenian club. Most of the players in the teams are local nationals, but there is an impressive range of Canadian players in the clubs as well (see http://www.erstebankliga.at/statistiken-ebel/history-ebel-2). Based on the ranking of the International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF), Canada is ranked 1st, Slovenia 14th, Austria 16th, Italy 18th, and Hungary 19th of the list of 50 championships in the world (see http://www.iihf.com/home-of-hockey/championships/world-ranking/mens-world-ranking/2015-ranking/). These facts, together with the, compared to football, more moderate expectations of the supporters can imply notable interest for the championship. In Hungary, there is a recent upsurge in supporters’ interest for ice hockey, as the Hungarian national team achieved landmark successes (see http://www.icehockey.hu/hirek/hir/vb_magyarorszag_lengyelorszag). Consequently, for the purposes of our current analysis, we deemed the strength of the EBEL league as of medium level.

Audi ÉTO KC play in the top-tier women handball championship in Hungary. As the team recently won the European Champions League twice in a row (see http://www.ehfcl.com/women/seasons), employ
a list of international players (see http://www.gyorietokc.hu/hu/a-csapat) from the top handball nations of the world (i.e. Norway, Croatia, Brazil etc.), and there is exciting competition for the championship trophy in the league every year (see http://keziszovetseg.hu), there is great and increasing interest for the matches from supporters. Consequently, for the purposes of our current analysis, we deemed the strength of the top Hungarian women handball league as strong.

**REFINED PROPOSITIONS**

Our initial propositions were refined in iterations as our understanding of the issues developed through the analysis of empirical findings. Finally, refined propositions were composed that could be the basis of further research in future scholarly efforts involving additional data collection. We show the refined propositions and the related explanations below.

**PROPOSITION 1**  *In stronger leagues, the strategic relevance of international pull factors of market is higher than in weaker leagues.*

The first proposition addressed whether league strength has an impact on the motives for internationalisation reflected in the international strategy professional sport clubs develop. We differentiated between domestic push and international pull factors, as interpreted by international business literature (Czako 2010).

Through empirical analysis we learned that domestic push factors were highly relevant regardless of league strength, mainly due to (1) the limited size of Central–Eastern European sports markets, and (2) the globalised cost level, most importantly in respect of player wages. These factors were omnipresent, both in strong and weaker leagues.

Also, the relevance of international pull factors was unaffected by differences in league strength, only the nature of pull factors varied. The ratio of push and pull factors, as a consequence of the above, was non-responsive to variations in league strength. The ratio of the adjusted frequency measure of words related to push versus pull factors amounted to 2.35 for handball, 1.19 for ice hockey and 2.28 for football, reflecting no relationship between the independent (league strength) and dependent (ratio of push and pull factors in international strategy) variables.

The refined proposition highlights that the real differences were identified in relation to international pull factors, the nature of which were contingent upon league strength. In case of the strong handball league, the international pull factor more frequently mentioned was
the commercial utilisation of the new Audi Arena, reflecting a market seeking approach of strategy.

In contrast, ice hockey and football managers emphasised more the motive of obtaining know-how through stronger integration into international networks. This strategic asset seeing behaviour was focused around highly experienced foreign coaches and players to be employed, in an effort to improve the quality of play but also to implant operational good practices of club management.

Hence the conclusion that international pull factors of market, reflecting a market seeking behaviour, were more relevant for the club playing in stronger leagues, than for clubs in weaker leagues. The underlying logic is that once a club has a good product, ready to be commercialised internationally, there is more focus on market seeking than in case of clubs where the product is not attractive enough to justify international commercialisation yet.

**PROPOSITION 2** In weaker leagues, the strategic role of improving location specific factors is stronger.

Our second proposition was designed to examine the relationship between league strength (independent variable) and the role of location specific factors in the international strategy of professional clubs (dependent variable). The quantitative assessment of empirical findings showed an interesting distribution: the adjusted frequency measure scored 7.00 for handball, 13.33 for ice hockey and 18.33 for football.

Closer analysis highlighted that location specific factors improved significantly in all three sports over the last five years in Hungary. This is primarily due to strong government intervention providing financial support to the youth development and infrastructure development of major team sports.

Our interpretation of the results is that the recently improved location specific factors had a major impact in the prospects of professional clubs. This change is reflected in the strategic thinking of management. The weaker the league the more importance is attributed to the increased government support.

Another aspect of qualitative analysis highlighted the varying nature of the role location specific factors play in the internationalisation of the clubs analysed. In handball the popularity of the sport was emphasised. While handball is very popular in Hungary, and in a number of other nations, it is not such a globally recognised sport as football. Hence local traditions provide a strategic advantage for Hungarian clubs.
By comparison, in ice hockey and football, government support for youth development and facility construction were more in the focus of strategy. Explanations, however, notably differ. Ice hockey is an expensive sport, as both garment and equipment is costly, while the construction and operation of ice hockey arenas are particularly so. Providing financing for attracting talent into the youth ranks and investment into higher quality facilities removes a major bottleneck in the process of commercialisation.

In case of football, the most popular sport in Hungary, the challenge to keep up with the current front runners in that much globalised sport is immense. No market based opportunity exists that would justify ambitions to become one of the top football nations again – a hope Hungarian supporters have fostered ever since the successes of the ‘Golden team’ of the 1950’s. Government support may disrupt that disillusioning pattern and provide a lifeline for the sport’s local development. Stadia are being built from state funding and an ever increasing number of children are recruited to the academies of football. If and when this opportunity may be exploited fully by turning support into on-field results is a key issue in club strategies.

**Proposition 3** In stronger leagues, the strategic role of sports know-how is stronger.

We examined if league strength has an impact on how a specific resource, know-how, is represented in the international strategy of professional sports clubs in our sample. Our empirical analysis revealed that the role of know-how, sport and commercial combined, was of similar importance in strategies of clubs in different leagues. However, when the two types of know-how were assessed separately, sport know-how was represented more frequently in stronger leagues: 55.6% for handball, 45.5% for ice hockey and 43.3% for football.

This distribution is interesting, as it would stand to reason to assume that clubs in weaker leagues need to do more to improve their fundamental product quality. However, we learned that no sport club can stop improving in terms of sport know-how due to the competitive nature of leagues. Clubs in weaker leagues, by comparison, also need to improve their on-field performance, but they have other priorities as well. As a consequence, less emphasis is made on improving sport know-how in weaker leagues. Whether this is commendable or a sign of false strategy is a question to be answered by longitudinal studies.
More differentiated analysis underlined that sport know-how covers two major areas represented differently across the clubs examined. Talent development is on the agenda of all teams, while improving coaching qualities was more often mentioned in our handball and ice hockey interviews. The latter may be explained by the somewhat different role coaches play in the organisations of the three sports.

**Proposition 4** *In weaker leagues, there is more strategic emphasis on developing international relationships.*

Our original proposition was that international relationships are at the heart of all professional clubs’ international strategies regardless of league strength. Empirical findings however showed a different pattern. The adjusted frequency measure of developing international relationships was 2.75 for handball, 6.00 for ice hockey, and 6.25 for football.

The explanation is that for clubs in strong leagues, regularly playing in international competitions with good results, international relationships may be taken as given. Meanwhile, clubs less frequently playing in international competitions work hard to establish their credibility through a greater number and depth of personal and professional relationships.

The focus of relationship building efforts varied across the clubs and leagues analysed. In handball, the greatest emphasis was laid on achieving stronger integration into the international network of professional players. In ice hockey, three aspects were deemed equally important, namely the network of players, relationship with foreign supporters and relationship with foreign clubs. Finally, in football the relationship to be developed with foreign clubs received the strongest emphasis.

Our related explanation is that the handball club needs to continuously source the best players from the most diverse of foreign countries to uphold its competitive sport performance, while the football club is yet to get to that strategic position. Football club management’s current concerns are more about learning from foreign clubs, as revealed in Proposition #1, while the players they can recruit from abroad are not of the highest international quality yet.

**Typology of International Strategies**

In an effort to synthesise what we have learned through our refined propositions, we constructed a chart illustrating the clubs’ and their leagues’ relative positions. Based on that, we developed a ty-
pology reflecting the aspects of international strategy analysed. We propose the following strategy types as an analytical framework for understanding international corporate strategies in Hungarian professional sports.

Figure 1 illustrates our findings along five dimensions. The two axes of the diagram show how different leagues scored on the relevance of international pull factors in their clubs’ international strategy. As revealed in our analysis, pull factors need to be broken down by their nature as reflected in club strategies depending on the strength of the league the teams play in. Handball scored higher in terms of international pull factors of market, while ice hockey and football scored higher in terms of international pull factors of resources. Overall, professional leagues score high on either of the two axes, while lower level leagues and informal competitions (not explicitly analysed in our study) are naturally less integrated into international networks, hence their scores on both axes are supposed to be lower.

The colour of bubbles in the chart shows how strong a role increasing government support plays in the clubs’ international strategy. Darker background colour shows higher, lighter colour shows lower significance of that factor in strategy. Increased government support, as a key location specific factor, scored higher in case of ice hockey and football, and was deemed less important in case of handball.
Supported investment strategies
- Pressure to survive financially
- Intensive government support
- Intensive international relationship building

Challenger strategies
- Pressure to survive financially
- Focus on coaching skills
- Intensive international relationship building

Premium service strategies
- Pressure to keep key players
- Focus on sales of services
- Focus on coaching skills

Relevance of international pull factors of resources
- Relevance of international pull factors of market

**Figure 2** Proposed Types of International Strategy of Professional Sports Clubs

Bubble size represents the weight of sports know-how in the professional clubs’ international strategy. Larger bubbles represent more weight attributed to improving sports know-how in the international strategy of the respected clubs. As shown in the chart, football scores lowest, handball the highest on that scale, although variations are more moderate than in case of location specific factors.

The outlines of the bubbles show how intensively the clubs’ management work on developing their international relationships. Continuous lines show stronger, broken lines show less intensive efforts identified. The handball club is less intent on improving its international relationships than the ice hockey and football clubs.

Overall, figure 1 highlights that the handball club and the two other clubs have different strategic positions defined by the internationalisation aspects assessed in our study as reflected by the four propositions we developed. Consequently, the handball club has a more market focused international strategy, while the other two clubs’ strategies are dissimilar, but still closer to each other in their emphasis on learning and development than to the strategy of the handball club.

In figure 2 we propose different types of the international strategy of professional sports clubs based on the aspects illustrated in figure 1. We identified three strategy types as explained below. ‘Supported investment strategies’ are characterised by relatively little emphasis on market seeking and strong emphasis on strategic asset seeking behaviour, and an emphatic role of domestic push factors in the clubs’ internationalisation approach. There is pressure on these
clubs to succeed internationally in an effort to establish financially sustainable operations. Characteristically, the national government (or potentially other external stakeholders) endows intensive support to clubs following a supported investment strategy to help mitigate their competitive disadvantage in international competitions. Meanwhile, clubs are intent on developing their international relationships in order to achieve their stronger integration into international networks and overcome the liability of outsidership. These clubs are not competitive internationally yet, but they are investing heavily in their development and also receive substantial external support in their efforts. In our sample, FTC, the football club is interpreted to follow a supported investment strategy.

Professional clubs following a ‘challenger strategy’ go international as they operate under pressure to achieve financially sustainable operations. Also, they are keen on internationalisation more because of strategic asset seeking than market seeking. They are already successful in attracting interest for their matches but still highly focus on improving their sport know-how, i.e. coaching skills, and their international network of relationships. Following a challenger strategy clubs are expected to be able to put occasional pressure on leading clubs in international competitions and could become very competitive clubs over time. In our sample, Fehérvár AV19, the ice hockey club is interpreted to follow a challenger strategy.

‘Premium service strategy’ is followed by professional clubs that are competitive in international competitions and have a high chance of winning titles every season. Their international operations are more characterised by market seeking than asset seeking as they already have a product (entertaining matches) ready to be commercialised internationally. Still these clubs are under pressure to maintain their competitiveness on-field, hence their relentless efforts to keep their best players and attract other valuable international players every year. Furthermore, due to the competitive nature of international competitions, even the best clubs are willing to improve their sports know-how, i.e. coaching skills, in order to maintain their leading sports performance. In our sample, Audi ÚTO KC, the handball club is interpreted to follow a premium service strategy.

Conclusions

In our effort to explain some of the variations between the international strategies of professional sports clubs, we identified the strength of the league the teams play in as an explanatory factor. We
have learned how the strategic orientation of clubs playing in the top-tier handball, football and ice-hockey leagues in Hungary differ related to league strength allowing for the emergence of strategies that can be typified.

Based on empirical investigations we identified three strategy types of international strategy followed by professional sports clubs in Hungary. Clubs with a supported investment strategy are yet to develop intensively to be able to challenge the top clubs in their international competitions; the ones with a challenger strategy are close to put pressure on the best performers; finally, clubs following a premium service strategy keep fighting for the titles of their respective international competitions. Which club follows which of the three strategies primarily depends on the strength of the league they regularly play in.

The analytical consequences of the typology may be wide ranging, but there is one we believe warrants the most attention: the typology highlights the importance of having or working to develop a competitive product professional clubs may bring to the international marketplace. No market revenues and no real stakeholder interest may be generated by any strategy overlooking the fundamental truth of professional sports: it is all about winning and entertainment. In order to consistently provide an attractive product clubs need to find their path to financial sustainability, the latter being their most fundamental strategic challenge for now and the foreseeable future.

The policy implications of our study are strong: governments and local municipalities are advised to focus their support on sports where there is a team with reasonable chance to win trophies at international level. Alternatively, they may as well provide support to sports where there is a clear strategy for development aiming to become competitive internationally in reasonable time. Most naturally, there are sports that attract more attention than others, even with more moderate achievements, but the basic principle remains unchanged: public money should be spent effectively and efficiently with a forward looking mindset. In professional sports this means attracting attention to the team through its achievements and exploiting the interest of stakeholders to the fullest thereby creating a financial basis for continued achievement.

For club managers our concluding message is that strategic focus on improving service provision and sales is critical even if they receive windfall support from major stakeholders including governments, sponsors or high-net-worth private owners. Improving the environment conditions they compete in, e.g. youth development fa-
cilities, as well as stadia and arenas, may boost clubs’ development; however, this needs to be turned into sport achievement and sustainable financial operations in reasonable time.

From a scholarly point of view we would be pleased at the prospect of supporting future research projects through the typology developed in our current paper. It is meant to provide an analytical framework to be used for refining the analytical power of league strength as an explanatory variable, as well as identifying moderating variables or additional independent variables for assessing the variations in professional sports clubs’ international strategies.
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